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PEWTER 

137 A Pair of Plates with single reeded rim and bouge, probably early 19th Century, 
34cm. diam. , a Pair of 19th Century French Dishes by Joanet St. Omer, 20cm. diam., "j) 
a Bowl, 21cm. diam., two Dishes, 24cm. diam., and five various Measures (12) £80-120 ', (). 

138 A Pair of early 19th Century Bowls by Watts and Harton, 26cm. diam., a Pair of 
early 19th Century Dishes, 23.5cm. diam., a Dish with triple reeded rim, 22.5cm. 
diam., another Dish, 24cm. diam., and a Continental Bowl, 22cm. diam. (7) £150-200 

139 (part lot) 140 139 (part lot) 

An unusual Cup Salt with spire lid, probably 18th Century, and the companion ) 
Pepper, 10cm. high, a baluster Pepper, circa 1800, 10.5cm. high, and another of " 
cylindrical form, 14cm. high (4) £100-150 u 

140 
~ 

A late 17th Century flat-lidded Tankard of small capacity, the lid with denticulated () b 
rim, the scroll handle with ram's horn thumbpiece, indistinct maker's touch to the ~ 
lid, 14cm. high . £600-800 

141 A Pair of Victorian half pint Measures, a Georgian baluster Measure, llcm. high 
(lid lacking), a Victorian Goblet, a late Georgian Spoon, four other Measures and 
five other base metal Items (4) 90. £60-80 

142 A Pair of Dishes with single reeded rim, maker's touch TW, owner's touch AP, 
21.5cm. diam. (2) ~~ £60-80 

.x 143 
A Set of seven 18th Century Dishes with single reeded bouge and lion rampant cresting, 
24.5cm. diam. (a.f.) (7) J 1 0 £1?0-200 
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144 An 18th Century Plate with single re'eded rim bearing indistinct maker 's touch rWM, 
42cm. diam., and six mainly 18th Century Dishes by various makers, 21.5cm. to 24cm. ~H r 

diam. (7) . ! S"; £100-150 . u~ 
'Of'IA " J~ ' 

><r 145 

. ' ~ l ';~, () fJ ~ 
An 18th or early 19th Century Porringer, 16cm. diam., a 19th Century Scottish lidded 
Gill, an early 19th Century Candlestick, 23cm. high, a Cup Salt, a Pair of steel Candle 
Snuffers and ten various Measures (15) £180-220 

X 146 A Victorian bellied quart Tankard, another by Villers and Wilkes, 
Victorian quart Tankard (3) 

~ 
() 

and another 
£80-120 Is: 

\) 

"'~ 147 A George IV bellied two quart Measure with double reeded filet ( £100-150 ') 
o ~ :s ~ <-cf?:, 
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'" )48 A Victorian half pint Measure, another, a bellied Half Pint, four other bellied 

Y.. Measures, a reproduction Plate, a Cruet and an oak Snuff Box (10) £40-60 ~ 

o 
\" 149* A 19th Century hot water Plate by Watts and Harton, 20cm. diam., and twelve small 
-Xl bellied Measures (13) £90-120 .>. 

V 

'v\ 150 A 19th Century Capstan Inkwell, on reeded flange base, the flaring body pierced 
/'J to hold seven pens, 21cm. diam. £100-150 0 
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155 

An early 17th Century Spoon, the curved fig-shaped bowl with maker ' s touch WA 
and owner's touch SS, the stem of hexagonal form, 17cm. long, another 16th Century 
with indistinct maker's mark, 17cm.long, and another, earlier, with indistinct maker's 
mark, 16cm. long (3) £140-180 

(See Illustration opposite) 

D 

An early 16th Century Spoon, the fig-shaped bowl with maker' s touch T *, flanking 7 
a cross, the hexagonal stem t"minating in an acom knop, 16.5cm. long £14;-2: 6 ~ 

A mid-17th Century Spoon, the egg-shaped bowl with rat-tail, the flattened stem ~ 
terminating in a ' trefid' knop, lS.5cm. long, a George I 'Hanoverian' Spoon, with -
shell scroll to the knop, maker's mark WE, lS.5cm. long, a Pair of 18th Century 
Chocolate Spoons, maker's mark WH, a William IV Toddy Spoon, 15cm., two 
Victorian Toddy Spoons by John Yates, and another, lScm., and a Britannia metal 
Spoon, 23cm. long (9) £150-200 

A late 15th Century Spoon, with fig-shaped bowl and tapering hexagonal stem with \, 
diamond point knop, circa 1500, 15.5cm. long /tJ.. " £150-200 

(See Illustration opposite) "-~ J] 0 

A mid-16th Century Spoon, the fig-shaped bowl bearing maker's stamp (crowned 
H), the tapering hexagonal stem terminating in a fluted ball seal top, 15.5cm. long 

'D ~£150-200 
(See Illustration opposite) / 
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155 154 151 
(part lot) 

\ 

152 151 
(part lot) 

\ 
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A 16th Century slip-top Spoon, the curved fig-shaped bowl with maker's touch RA, 
the stem of hexagonal form, 17.5cm. long £80-120 

A German Flagon of cylindrical form with flared foot, having scroll thumbpiece and 
flat lid with knop handle, 26cm. high £100-150 

A German cylindrical Flagon with broad flange base, the handle with cherub mask 
head thumbpiece, the lid bearing an inscription and the date 1747, 31cm. high £180-200 

z. ou 

159 A decorative Continental twin-handled Bowl set into a polygonal fruitwood stand, 
38cm. wide £200-300 

'\; 160 An 18th Century Continental Plate engraved with a portrait of S. Crestentia, 32cm. 

~ 161 

diam. ~ S=- . £80-120 

A Pair of 18th Century German pricket Candlesticks, the dish shape drip pans 
raised on baluster knopped stems and triform base, on ball and claw feet, 57cm. high 

(2) G ~ 2 = / i:150-250 
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